
PROTECTION FROM DAMAGE OR INJURY 
The smart design of Roll-A-Pro™ detects when contact is made 
with an obstruction and automatically stops and reverses the 
door to minimise the risk of damage or injury.

WORKS WHEN YOU NEED IT TO 
Your B&D remote control is designed using the latest Tri-Tran+™ 
advanced encryption technology so that you can confidently 
control your garage door, without the threat of interference from 
other wireless devices.

5 YEAR WARRANTY & NATIONWIDE BACK UP 
Rest assured in the knowledge that your B&D opener is backed 
by a 5 year manufacturer ’s warranty and a skilled team of  
garage door and opener service professionals nationwide to 
help when needed.

BUILT TO LAST 
Our range of openers are designed and tested to perfectly 
match the size of your garage door by delivering the correct 
amount of power when you need it, year after year. We use  
our decades of experience to engineer products to withstand 
Australia’s unique climate.

DOOR TYPE: Residential Rolling
SIZE: Up to 15m2

Roll-A-Pro™

ROLLING DOOR OPENER

INCLUDES 3 x TRI-TRAN+™ REMOTE  
CONTROLS AND WALL / VISOR HOLDER
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B&D has offices servicing all states.
For more details on this product or other ranges  

phone 13 62 63 or visit www.bnd.com.au

*Full details of manufacturer’s warranty can be found at 
www.bnd.com.au

YOUR B&D REPRESENTATIVE IS:

WIRELESS SAFETY BEAMS 
If you have young children or pets, safety 
beams provide added safety and security.  
If the beam is broken while the door is closing,  
it will automatically stop and reverse. B&D 
always recommend the use of safety infra-red 
beams on all automatic garage doors.

 ENTRY KEYPAD 
Allows entry to the garage without a transmitter.  
Great for children. No need to give them a 
key or transmitter, they can enter the house with 
their PIN.

SMART PHONE CONTROL KIT 
The kit allows you to monitor and control your 
garage door while you are at work or even on 
holidays from your compatible smart phone.* 
Kit includes Smart Hub & Accessories.
* Subject to cellular and wi-fi connection and availability

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Roll-A-Pro™

ROLLING DOOR OPENER

SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATION EXPLAINED

Peak Pulling Force 500N The motor’s peak pulling force should suit the door type to provide optimal performance with minimal noise.

Motor Type DC Our custom designed DC motor delivers smooth, quiet and reliable operation.

Max. Recommended  
Door Size

15m2 Each opener is specifically designed to efficiently operate doors up to a specific size.

Ready for Smart 
Phone Control

Yes Opener is compatible with the B&D Smart Phone Control Kit - Sold Separately

Soft Start / Soft Stop Yes Increases and decreases the speed of operation to reduce stress on the door and reduce noise.

Low Standby Power Yes When the opener is not in operation, you can rest assured that it is not excessively draining power.

Service Indicator Yes The clever logics inside Roll-A-Pro alert you when a service is due to maximise the life of your opener.

Courtesy Light Yes – LED The courtesy light illuminates when the door is opened improving visibility and safety.

Remote Controls x 3
Our Premium Tri-Tran+™ remote controls provide superior security and excellent operating range whilst 
virtually eliminating interference from other wireless devices.

Warranty
5 Years /  

10,000 Cycle*
We offer a 5 year / 10,000 cycle manufacturer’s warranty backed by a nationwide team of garage  
door and opener service professionals.


